CHAPTER XII
FICTION AND DISCURSIVE LITERATURE
Affinity 0/THERE have been cases enough in the foregoing chapters of works
the mvtl  that were not so much plain fiction as didactic or damnatory tractates
™  ' *     on phases of contemporary life, using fictitious characters and
incidents to enforce the argument. When one writer tells a set of
stones for the sake of enkiging on them like a Puritan homilist, and
another anatomizes the world as he sees it and illustrates his points
with seasonable tales, it is exceedingly difficult to draw the line
between what is primarily fiction and what something else, Fenton,
not  inaccurately,  described his  heavily moralized  versions of
Bandello as " discourses " ; Barnaby Rich and Whetstone used the
same term ; and Pettie announced that his " pretty histories" were
u most delightfully discoursed." The affinities of Euphues, more a
philosophical commentary on life than a story, is rather with Sir
Thomas Elyot's Governour and the Scholemaster of Roger Ascham
than with the novel.   And the framework into which Greene put
his neat assortments of stories was of a similar nature. But Greene
of the Groats-Worth and of the cony-catching series, together with
Nashe, Rowlands and Breton, comes nearer, now to the socio-
logical attempts of Awdeley and Harman and to the Liber Vaga-
torum, and now to the essay or commentary on life, or to the satire,
in verse or prose.   The analytical epitomes of character which
became such a fashion at the beginning of the seventeenth century,
with amateurs of literature who had less ability or zest for story-
telling than a semi-scientific interest in the variations of human
nature, are manifestly closer akin to the essay than to the novel 5
although, in spite of the absence of narrative, their relation to
the art of the novelist is obvious, and they contributed in no small
degree to its development.
At a time when writers were hazy about the difference between
prose and poetry, they were not likely to make clear distinctions
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